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Hi folks,

I am out of town and will miss the planning meeting today.  I wanted to follow up with a written 
clarification of my proposal for our resale formula, based on the appraisal method.

Tuesday May 23, 2017

Good Morning Team,

Meeting Notes:

I, hope this email finds you well. Enclosed are the planning meeting notes for the date of Monday May 22, 2017.

Announcements: 

Please note next board member meeting will be June 05, 2017 at the NEAD office. Our gratitude and appreciation to The Catholic Campaign for Human Development in 

Rochester, NY. In regards towards their financial award of $1,500 to CLT for "Emmanuel's House" project.

 

Discussions:

1) Advisable and in progress formation of working in conjunction with Lauren Caruso & Amber Powers from non-profit the Taproot Collective. Their vision, mission 
and overall core values. Furthermore, emphasizing how together we can better serve potential clients, colleagues and community.

2) Our concerns and comments about ground Lease options. In addition to impending 

Roundtable:

Prospective and reserved visit to Community Land Trust in Albany, NY. Proposal in terms to Ground Lease choices by board member BurtBetchar

Monday, May 22, 2017

Meeting notes by Marie -

Announcements: 

Please note next board member meeting will be June 05, 2017 at the NEAD office. Our gratitude and appreciation to The Catholic 
Campaign for Human Development in Rochester, NY. In regards towards their financial award of $1,500 to CLT for "Emmanuel's House" 
project.
 
Discussions:

1) Advisable and in progress formation of working in conjunction with Lauren Caruso & Amber Powers from non-profit the Taproot 
Collective. Their vision, mission and overall core values. Furthermore, emphasizing how together we can better serve potential clients, 
colleagues and community.

2) Our concerns and comments about ground Lease options. In addition to impending 

Roundtable:

Prospective and reserved visit to Community Land Trust in Albany, NY. Proposal in terms to Ground Lease choices by board member Burt
Betchart.

Additional notes by Joe - 

• We've been invited to present to Marketview Heights Planning and Action Committee on Tuesday, 5/30. Meeting at 

5:45pm, presentation at 6:15pm. Marie, Teresa, and Shane have offered to present, others welcome to help as well.

• We have a copy of a ground lease used by the Albany CLT (I will forward this to the group).

• I believe we've settled on recommending to the board that we use an appraisal-based resale formula.

• We'll want to research appraisal methods and decide on the one that will be utilized

• Burt's suggestions are copied below. Shane did a nice job of summarizing them. Would like Burt to provide a 

couple clarifications, but they were well-received.

• We will not be meeting next Monday on account of Memorial Day. 

• If you haven't already, please take a moment to fill out this Doodle Poll for our new meeting time which will take 

effect the week of June 11th.

http://www.taprootcollective.org/
http://www.taprootcollective.org/
https://beta.doodle.com/poll/s9n3i7b9r93fcigr#table


The basic appraisal resale formula allows for 25% of the market appreciation to be transferred to the 
seller.  R=P+0.25*(M2-M1)

For example, let's say that I purchase my land-trusted house for P=$42k even though the market 
value is assessed as M1=$50k.  Later, I want to sell the house.  Its market value is assessed as 
M2=$90k.  Plugging these values into the basic formula, I am allowed to sell the house for R=$52k.

I would like us to adopt four modifications to this basic formula for our use.

1.   Maximum

First, as suggested by Kate at the last meeting,  I would like an upper limit on resale value.  Note that 
there is no upper limit intrinsic to the basic appraisal-based formula.  The simplest implementation 
would be something like a maximum increase of 5% annually.  R_max=P*1.05^n, with n=(years 
owned).

Let's say n=2 in the example above, then R_max = $46.3k.  Since R_max < R, I could sell for just 
$46.3k.  With a longer period of time, if n=10 for example, R_max=$68.4k, (R_max>R) so the main 
formula would remain in effect, and I could sell the house for the same R=$52k of the basic example.

2. Vesting of appreciation allowance.

As suggested by Joe, we can build in an incentive for longer occupancy (or a disincentive for 
"flipping"), by requiring the 25% transfer of appreciated value to vest over some amount of time, like 
5% a year over 5 years.  The resale formula would be modified to be R=P+Q*(M2-M1), where Q=0 
before 1 year, Q=0.05 after 1 year but before 2 years, Q=0.10 after 2 years but before 3 years, Q=0.15
after 3 years, Q=0.20 after 4 years, and Q=0.25 after 5 years.

Suppose we use vesting of the appreciation allowance.  Consider how the basic example is modified 
in the case that only 2 years have passed.  Then Q=0.10, and R=$46k, rather than $52k without any 
vesting limit on the appreciation allowance.

3. Incentives for upgrades.

I suggest we allow the option to "subsidize" specific one-time upgrades for qualifying properties by 
allowing a fixed increment of the base cost P in the resale formula.  Upgrades we may decide to 
incentivize could include the addition of a first-floor half bathroom, a more durable roof (metal rather 
than asphalt), or solar panels.  This subsidy/incentive amount S would be additional to the 25% of 
increased market value allowed by the base resale formula.  The modified resale formula would then 
be

R = (P + S) + Q * (M2-M1)

As an example, suppose that we decide to incentivize the addition of first-floor half-bathrooms by 
increasing the resale value by S=$2k.  In our example, if I have added a half-bathroom to my house in 
the time between when I buy it and when I sell it, and if I am fully vested as per modification (2), then 
my allowed resale amount will be R=$54k rather than $R=52k.

4. Incentives for upkeep and maintenance



Since we will be defining the rubric for the assessment report, we can request that the assessor 
provide a theoretical estimate (T) for the market value of an identical property in "good" condition, for 
comparison to the provided estimate (M) of market value.  This information will allow us to quantify the
"condition" of a property and incorporate that information into our resale formula.  I suggest to define 
the condition (C) at time of sale as a ratio of the estimated market value to the theoretical market value
in good condition:

C = M / T

C can be less than 1 if the house is in poor condition (needs work: maybe a new roof, new furnace, 
new paint) or it can be greater than 1 if the house is in excellent condition (all depreciating items 
recently replaced!).

There will be a value of C both for purchase (C1) and for sale (C2), and I suggest that we incorporate 
these values into the resale formula by multiplying the purchase value (P) by the ratio (C2/C1).  

Incorporating all of these modifications, the resale formula would be:

R = (P*(C2/C1) + S) + Q * (M2-M1)

Let's extend our example to this case by supposing my house needed work (C1=0.80) when I 
purchased it for $42k, I fix it up to excellent condition (C2=1.10) and sell it in under a year, but I don't 
add any incentivized improvements like a first-floor half-bathroom.  My vested allowance of 
appreciation is 0 since it has been less than a year, but I can still sell the house for P multiplied by 
(1.1/0.8) = 1.375, or 37.5% more than the purchase price, or $57.75k.  In a more extreme case, let's 
suppose a land-trusted house is in extremely poor condition and needs a lot of work, and sells for 
$10k, the same price it is worth on the open market, but would be worth $40k in good condition.  If I 
buy the house, fix it up, and sell it within the year, I would be able to sell it for $40k.  By the same turn, 
if I let my house deteriorate, it will diminish the allowed resale amount.  Let's consider our base 
example again, and suppose I buy the house in good condition (C1=1.0) for $42k even though its 
market value is $50k.  Ten years later, the market value is $90k even though the house needs some 
work (C2=0.8).  The resale value would then be $43.6k instead of the $52k if the house were in the 
same condition as when I bought it.

To summarize, I suggest our resale formula to be:

R = [the lesser of 
a) P * (1.05)^n,
b) P * (C2/C1) + S + Q*(M2-M1)
]

where

(P) is the purchase price, 
(n) is the number of years occupying the home since purchase, 
(M1) and (M2) are the assessed market value of the home at purchase and resale, 
(Q) is the lesser of 0.05*n or 0.25, 
(S) is the subsidy amount of incentivized improvements, and 
(C1) and (C2) represent the condition of the home at purchase and at resale, quantified by C = M/T, 
the contemporaneous ratio of the assessed market value to the theoretical market value in good 
condition.



Sincerely,

Burt


